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What we will be discussing today
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2 Desalinization Projects

3 Historical Case Studies of Conflict
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Fresh Water Sources Demand Trends

State of Water
Only 1% of the total water on earth is available to use for personal consumption, irrigation, 

cooling power plants, and production

 Increase in population in high population 

growth areas will naturally lead to a higher 

demand for water

 A growing middle class in emerging 

economies especially will cause consumers 

to demand more water intensive products 

and use more water for personal 

consumption

 An increase in world temperatures will lead 

consumers to demand more water for 

personal consumption to maintain their health

Sources: United Nations
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Causes Desertification

Water Scarcity in the Middle East
The United Nations predicts water supply to deteriorate over the next 25 years in the 

Middle East to a point of extreme crisis at current consumption and production rates

 Extreme heat waves have added to water 

evaporation, hindered crop growth and 

increased demand for water consumption

 Agriculture uses 85% of water in the region. 

Heavy irrigation, overgrazing and 

unsustainable practices has led to the 

desertification of the land 

 The United Nations predicts that by 2025, 30 

countries will be water scarce, out of which 

18 will be in the Middle East and North Africa

Sources: United Nations
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United Arab Emirates Jordan

Countries at High Risk

 At current consumption rates the Jordan 

River is expected to use up to 80% of its 

original water levels by 2100  

Sources: International Institute for Sustainable Development, The Economist 

 Sana’s Basin, Yemen’s main source of water 

supply is falling by six meters a year

 Current consumption exceeds renewable 

water production by 900 million cubic meters 

a year

 The Tigris-Euphrates Basin is losing water at 

the fastest rate out of any water source in the 

world

 Pollution and discharge caused from poor 

agricultural practices is ruining the supply  

 In 2005 UAE had the highest consumption of 

water per capita in the world

 At current consumption rates, fresh water 

reserves will be completely depleted in 50 

years  

Syria/Iraq Yemen
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Impact Desalination World Wide

Current Technologies - Desalination
Desalination is the process of removing dissolved salts from water, effectively producing 

fresh water from seawater

 There are two well-developed desalination 

technologies: Thermal Desalination and 

Reverse Osmosis (RO) desalination

 Saudi Arabia runs the world’s largest Thermal 

Desalination plant producing 640,000 cubic 

meters per day

 50% of water in Saudi Arabia comes from 

Desalination which represents 20% of the 

total desalinated water in the world

Sources: Oxford Business, MIT Education
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Adsorption Desalination (AD) Membrane Distillation (MD)

New Technologies- Desalination

 AD can use direct solar energy or industrial 

waste-heat to desalinate high salinity water, 

and is considered the most energy efficient 

process available 

 Initial capital cost for an AD facility is higher 

than any other currently available process 

 A successful pilot project led to the 

construction of the first industrial scale facility 

in Saudi Arabia

Sources: fDi Markets, Science Direct 

 Membrane Distillation is a thermally drive 

low-energy process that utilizes hydrophobic 

membrane to separate fresh water by liquid-

vapor equilibrium

 Technology is still in the development stage 

as no official funding nor projects have been 

approved

 MD has the potential to process higher levels 

of salinity in water resources and cope with 

high temperatures faced in the Middle East 

region
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Problems with Desalination

Sources: United Nations, BBC, Water Technologies

Environmental Impact

 Concentrated salt is often dumped back into the Oceans where the increased salinity creates an 

imbalance that affects the ocean’s environment and coast line

 Fish are killed on the intake screens: and organisms small enough to pass through are killed during 

the processing of the salt water 

 The majority of desalination plants are located 

on the Mediterranean Sea, Red Sea and 

Persian Gulf, all of which have high salinity 

levels, making the desalination  process more 

energy intensive and have a larger 

environmental impact

Salinity Cost

 Ras Al-Khair opened in 2014 is the largest 

desalination plant in the world, built at a cost 

$7.2 billion

 Variable costs range from $0.5-3 per cubic 

meter depending on which process is used, 

energy prices and the quality of water used
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Other Areas of Improvement

Sources: Water Worlds, World Wild Life

Smart Water Networks

 Potential to save up to $12.5 Billion per year in water utilities

 Improved leakage and pressure management, strategic prioritization of capital expenditures and 

streamlined water quality monitoring are key improvements that can be made in the Middle East 

Region
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How Water has Impacted the Conflict

Water & the Israeli-Arab Conflict
”Essential for the necessary economic foundation of the country. Palestine must have [...] the 

control of its rivers and their headwaters” Zionist Delegation, Paris Peace Conference, 1919

Sources: BBC, Project Gutenberg

 Following Israel’s founding, in 1948, waves of mass migration to the country commenced; Camps were 

set up to accommodate large numbers of migrants but, being a young nation mostly comprised of 

desert, Israel’s water resources were strained

 The Israeli government crafted a “National Water Carrier” plan, which would transport water from the 

Sea of Galilee to the southern Desert region of the country; the project was completed in 1964

 Also in 1964, the Arab League met and agreed to disrupt the flow of water into the Sea of Galilee by 

diverting the flow of water to the Jordan River (the river flows into the Sea of Galilee); this would have 

reduced Israel’s water supply by about 11%

 In April of 1967, Israel bombed the Syrian-built canal that was diverting water away from the Sea of 

Galilee. However, this led to the further flaring of tensions: In the following weeks Israel’s Arab 

neighbours positioned their armies for an attack on Israel, culminating in June in what is known as the 

Six Day War

 During the war, Israel secured its water resources, but also captured the Sinai and Gaza from Egypt, 

the West Bank from Jordan, and the Golan Heights from Syria. This seeming victory has led to much 

of the conflict’s current tensions
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Israel, Gaza, and the West Bank

Water & the Israeli-Arab Conflict
”Essential for the necessary economic foundation of the country. Palestine must have [...] the 

control of its rivers and their headwaters” Zionist Delegation, Paris Peace Conference, 1919

 Today, Israel has secured water for 

agriculture and drinking through desalination 

plants (pictured top left) and through the 

continued use of its “National Water Carrier”

 Of all the water that is transported through 

the “National Water Carrier” from the Sea of 

Galilee, only 20% flows into the West Bank, 

making life very difficult for farmers (see 

picture, bottom left)

 In Gaza, the situation is more dire, with 90% 

of its water deemed undrinkable and 50% of 

water infrastructure unusable; much of its 

water is contaminated by salt from the 

Mediterranean Sea

 Israel and other countries provide Gaza with 

fresh drinking water that people in Gaza must 

purchase

Sources: BBC, The Guardian, Russia Today

A Desalination Plant in Israel

Farming in the West Bank
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Water Diplomacy – A Brief History
“The next war in the Middle East would be about water not politics”—Former UN Secretary 

General, Boutros Boutros-Ghali, 1990

Sources: International Water Law, United Nations, Yale 

International Agreements and Customary Law

Regional Agreements and National Law 

 1997 UN Convention on the Law of Non-navigational Uses of International Watercourses

 Equitable and reasonable utilization (1997 ICJ decision regarding the Gabcikovo-Naymaros Project)

 Theory of absolute territorial sovereignty (J. Harmon Doctrine, 1895, U.S., Mexico and Rio Grande)

 Theory of absolute territorial integrity 

 Theory of limited territorial sovereignty (basis of modern international water law)

 Since 2008, the Arab League has worked to establish a new Arab convention on water usage

– Established the Arab Water Ministerial Council (AWMC) to represent the Arab region at World 

Water Forums 

– 2011 Strategy for Water Security adopted by AWMC identifying five priority projects: 

– Raising water use efficiency by 15-25%

– Developing alternative solutions by use of renewable energy in water desalination and water 

treatment by 2020

– Reinforce permanent agreements between riparian states for the reasonable and equitable 

distribution of water resources according to international water law
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Euphrates and Tigris Rivers Turkey, Syria, Iraq

Riparian Stakes – Sharing Five Rivers
The Euphrates and Tigris rivers formed the center of Mesopotamian settlements and 

agricultural activity in 3,100 BCE

 While mountain snowfall in Turkey 

contributes 88% of the Euphrates’ water, 

neither Syria nor Iraq contributes 

substantially to the flow

 Since the mid-1960s, Turkey has built several 

giant dams on the Euphrates, instigating 

major concern from Syria and Iraq

 Intense Syrian drought of 2007-09 resulted in 

crop failures and triggered Syria’s civil war as 

farmers became refugees and food prices 

soared

 Socially conservative AKP wishes to undo 

“old Turkey” through modernization schemes 

which include the Hasankeyf project on the 

Tigris river that has harmful cultural and 

environmental implications

Length: 2,700km 

Annual Flow: 35.9B cubic meters

Origin: Eastern Turkey

Mouth: Persian Gulf

Sources: International Water Law, United Nations, Yale University 
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Jordan River Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria

Riparian Stakes – Sharing Five Rivers
“The Jordan River is one of the world’s 100 most endangered ecological sites, due in part to 

lack of cooperation to Israel and Arab states”—Friends of the Earth Middle East, 2007

 Due to upstream exploitation, the total 

discharge into the Dead sea has dwindled to 

100-200MM cubic meters (from previous 

levels ~1,200MM cubic meters)

 In 1948, there was an influx of Jewish 

immigrants into Israel and Jordan required 

large volumes of water for irrigation and 

general consumption 

 In 1953, US President Eisenhower appointed 

Special Envoy Eric Johnston to mediate a 

comprehensive plan for utilizing the waters of 

the river basin

 1994 Israel-Jordan Peace Treaty sought to 

resolve water dispute, but new dam 

construction and financing have controversial 

implications for Articles 5 and 7 of the UN 

Watercourse Convention

Length: 251km 

Annual Flow: 1.3B cubic meters

Origin: Golan Heights, Lebanon

Mouth: Dead Sea

Sources: International Water Law, World Bank
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Litani River Lebanon, Israel

Riparian Stakes – Sharing Five Rivers
“Whenever Israel is located down river, it uses military force to ensure that most water that 

flows in the river will reach Israel.”—Clemens Messer-Schmid, German hydro-geologist

Length: 140km 

Annual Flow: 580MM cubic meters

Origin: Lebanon

Mouth: Mediterranean Sea

 Israel eyed claims to this river before the 

formal establishment of its state borders.  The 

Zionist movement at the time included the 

river in the borders of the “to be established” 

state. This was rejected in 1919 by the 

League of Nations

 1978 Israeli invasion of Lebanon in response 

to the Coastal Road Massacre was called the 

“Litani Operation,”  Israeli forces occupied 

areas of the river and placed paratroopers on 

bridges to cut off the PLO army.  Israel hoped 

to capture Litani in this offense 

 Since 1978, the Israelis have had control of 

the Wazzani, a freshwater stream which has 

been pumped from the Lebanese side to 

increase flow to Israel

 Israel may continue to exploit diversions 

further upstream on the Litani river 

Sources: American University, Middle East Research and Information Project, J. Wessels
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Orontes River Turkey, Lebanon, Syria, Palestine, Israel

Riparian Stakes – Sharing Five Rivers
“Access to clean drinking water and sanitation are essential to the realization of all human 

rights”—UN Resolution 64/292, July 2010

Length: 571m 

Annual Flow: 2.4B cubic meters

Origin: Beqaa Valley, Lebanon

Mouth: Hatay Province, Turkey

 Turkey demands to be considered as a 

riparian to the river, based on claims that it 

has ownership over Syrian lands illegally 

given to Turkey by France in 1939 during 

French colonization

 Two-thirds of four million inhabitants of the 

Orontes basin have been displaced over the 

course of the Syrian war.  Access to clean 

drinking water is a major issue while 

agricultural production has shrunk by 70%

 As of February 2014, pro-government forces 

controlled 40% of the river while rebels 

controlled 20%.  The river as many strategic 

interest points (borders with Lebanon, 

Turkey), access to coastal areas, agricultural 

resources

Sources: Graduate Institute Geneva
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Water as a Weapon of War—ISIS Strategy
Water is used for political and military goals normal flow blockage and the provision of 

water as power legitimization 

Sources: BBC, United Nations 

Cuts to water access

Social Impact

 ISIS took over the Nuaymiyah Dam (Euphrates River) in early 2014, which disrupted water 

distribution from the Euphrates river, during a time of drought and severe heat

 They closed dam gates which caused upstream flooding in Iraq’s southern provinces 

 ISIS took over the Mosul Dam in Iraq in August 2014, and was immediately attacked by Kurdish and 

Iraqi forces to secure the dam; it was reclaimed in 2015, but its weakened structural state could 

lead to a dam burst that threatens to kill as many as one million Iraqis

 Power over control of water resources has created a de facto government that many civilians have 

no choice but to pledge allegiance to

– “It is either the Islamic State or the flood.”—ISIS publication, Dabiq in reference to the story of 

Noah’s ark as nonbelievers perished

 Millions of Syrian refugees have little access to electricity and running water. Incidental damage to 

electrical grids and water pumping stations has caused supply cuts

 ISIS has stated its intent to complete a new 2018 dam on the Karkheh River
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Through-border/border-creator Tragedy of the Commons

Challenges to Enforcement

 Unchecked pollution of water bodies from 

urban, industrial and agricultural runoff puts 

lakes and aquifers at risk of faster depletion

Sources: Georgetown University, World Bank

 Sharia Law suggests that water belongs to 

the community and that no one is allowed to 

own it unless they have provided labour or 

have made an effort to distribute it

 Heads of state and civilians need justifiable 

water agreements that do not impede on the 

notion access to water as a free commodity

 Downstream states have little power to 

reciprocate or retaliate against externalities 

created by the actions of upstream states

Economic and Political Trade-off Religious Values

Unless laws are self-enforcing through incentives, many solutions become politically 

unacceptable as the system is laced with moral hazard

 When one cubic meter of water allocated to 

urban water supply goes to a household, 

most of the water is released as wastewater

 When one cubic meter of water is delivered 

to an irrigation project, it will be consumed 

through evaporation or transpiration

 Farmer lobby groups will fight to protect their 

own interests 
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Policy Implications
Water is used for political and military goals normal flow blockage and the provision of 

water as power legitimization 

Sources: BBC, United Nations 

 Enforcement: Enforcing exiting treaties such as the Israel-Jordan Peace Treaty of 1994 whereby 

state parties recognized the rightful allocations of the Jordan and Yarmouk waters and obliged by a 

principle of “do no harm”

– Annex II: “”15 May to 15 October.  Israel pumps 12MM cubic meters and Jordan gets the rest of 

the flow”

– Annex II: “Jordan is entitled to an annual quantity of 10MM cubic metes of desalinated water 

diverted to the Jordan river.  Israel will explore financing and maintenance”

 A New Johnston Deal: A new Arab-league solution 

 Israel-Palestine: final status negotiations and a two-state solution will be central to redefining water 

distribution rights.  International pressure on Israel to recognize rights of the Cairo agreement to 

give Palestinians riparian rights could be a short term approach

 Virtual water as currency: water can be measured through the sale of fruits of vegetables, which 

would give Palestinian and Jordanian farmers a benefit in the Israeli marketplace as its imports 

increase.  Israel could broker trade deals to exchange seed technologies

 Joint benefits of Desalination technology

 Israeli-Lebanese Peace agreement for the Litani River

 Structural Integrity of existing dams
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Questions?
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Appendix A
Original distributions from the 1953 Johnston Plan and current provisions

Sources: BBC, United Nations 

Proposed Consumption (MM cubic metres)

Palestine 257

Jordan 463

Israel 400

Syria 132

Lebanon 35

Total 1287

Current Consumption (MM cubic metres)

Israel 700

Palestine 0

Other Arab countries 

(Jordan, Syria, Lebanon) 410

Total 1110
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Appendix B
1997 UN Convention on the Law of Non-navigational Uses of International Watercourses

Sources: United Nations 

 Article 5 Equitable and Reasonable Utilization and Participation: Watercourse 

States shall in their respective territories utilize an international watercourse in an equitable and 

reasonable manner. In particular, an international watercourse shall be used and developed by 

watercourse States with a view to attaining optimal and sustainable utilization thereof and benefits 

therefrom, taking into account the interests of the watercourse States concerned, consistent with 

adequate protection of the watercourse.

 Article 7 Obligation to do no harm: 1.Watercourse States shall, in utilizing an international 

watercourse in their territories, take all appropriate measures to prevent the causing of significant 

harm to other watercourse States. 2.Where significant harm nevertheless is caused to another 

watercourse State, the States whose use causes such harm shall, in the absence of agreement to 

such use, take all appropriate measures, having due regard for the provisions of articles 5 and 6, in 

consultation with the affected State, to eliminate or mitigate such harm and, where appropriate, to 

discuss the question of compensation. 


